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Understanding the relations between events and entities is an important aspect of discourse-

level linguistic processing (e.g. Hobbs 1979, Kehler et al., 2008). How we conceptualize and 
recognize events is also of interest to cognitive psychologists: When we observe the world, we are 
faced with a continuous ‘stream of activity’ that we segment into meaningful events (Zacks & 
Swallow 2007).  In our work, we explore whether and how visuospatial cues – such as those provided 
by panels/frames in comics – contribute to our understanding of narrative representation and event 
segmentation. We focus especially on the question of how such cues can influence comprehenders’ 
expectations about upcoming discourse. In fact, how narratives are segmented into panels is a central 
aspect of comics: “To deal with the capture […of…] events in the flow of the narrative, they must be 
broken into sequenced segments” (Eisner 1985/2008:39, see also Cohn et al. 2012 on comics).  

We conducted a psycholinguistic experiment investigating how segmenting visually-presented 
events into panels in different ways – in other ways, changing their visuo-spatial encoding – 
influences readers’ conceptualization of narratives. In particular, we wanted to explore whether and 
how differences in framing / visuospatial grouping influence what aspects/properties of the event are 
regarded as more important, more cognitively prominent, as measured by people’s expectations about 
upcoming discourse.  

We tested whether depicting a transitive event in two panels (an example is shown in Fig.1a) 
or one panel (example in Fig.1b) influences readers’ mental representations, by means of a fragment-
continuation task: The closing panel shows two new characters, one of whom says “…and then…”, 
and participants write a continuation for this fragment. Participants were instructed to write ‘whatever 
first comes to mind.’ We used this kind of fragment continuation beause it can probe people’s 
expectations about upcoming discourse and measure how prominent/salient/important different 
aspects of the event are in people’s minds. In particular, we were interested in whether people write 
about (i) the pictured event (e.g., …and then Lisa tripped Mary), (ii) a 
result/consequence resulting from the event (e.g., …and then the girl sprained her 
wrist), (iii) subsequent events that are not causally related (e.g. …and then the mean 
girl also tripped Andy), or something else?  (The names of characters were not 
prespecified, participants could refer to them however they wished, e.g. ‘Lisa’, ‘the girl’, ‘she’ etc). 
 

 
Fig.1a. Example: Event in two panels 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1b. Example: Event in one panel 
 



DESIGN: Twenty native speakers of American English in the U.S. participated. Each 
participant saw 24 comics: eight were critical strips similar to Fig.1a/b, and 16 were distractors 
included to mask the experimental manipulation (commonly used in psycholinguistic experiments). 
To control for semantics, the eight critical strips depicted active events with agents and patients (e.g. 
tripping, tickling, punching). No participants saw the same event twice (Latin Square). The only 
difference between one-panel/two-panel versions was the ‘gutter’ between the panels; physical 
distance was unchanged. Thus, we manipulated the visuospatial properties of the critical event by 
either grouping both the agent and patient in one frame/panel or by separating them into two panels. 
(The two-panel sequences had so-called “subject-to-subject: transitions, in McCloud (1993)’s 
terminology)  

RESULTS: Two-panel sequences resulted in significantly more result/consequence-type 
completions than one-panel sequences (two-panel=47% vs. one-panel=30%, p’s<.02): When the 
visual information was split into two panels, participants were more likely to focus on the 
result/consequences of the event than in one-panel versions. The consequences that participants wrote 
about were often not directly visible in the comic strip and included  things that occurred after the 
depicted events (e.g. ….and then Lucy was badly scraped when she landed, or 
…and then she broke her wrist). 

In contrast, one-panel versions resulted in significantly more continuations describing the 
actual pictured event than two-panel versions (two-panel=28% vs. one-panel=43%, p’s<.02). Some 
examples: …and then Mary tripped Joan on purpose!, or  …and then that 
girl tripped Mary. (Time permitting, we will also discuss participants’ use of pronouns vs. 
names/nouns, mentions of agent vs. patient, as well as an eye-tracking version of this experiment.) 

 
 

 
 

DISCUSSION: Visuospatial grouping/segmentation guides expectations about what will be 
mentioned next in the discourse: Isolating the patient in its own panel makes the consequences of the 
event (even when not explicitly shown) more prominent/salient (more likely to be mentioned). In 
contrast, depicting agent and patient together emphasizes their interaction (the pictured event). These 
results suggest that in order to capture people’s expectations about what will be mentioned next, 
psycholinguistic models of discourse should include more information about event segmentation in 
addition to already-known factors such as coherence relations, verb semantics and referent salience. 
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